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Hawks end losing streak at three with victory over 
Wizards

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

10:59 p.m. Thursday, November 25, 2010 

Hawks coach Larry Drew wanted a workmanlike effort from his team Thursday night against the 

Washington Wizards.

So the Hawks punched in for duty and saw that the Wizards started a three-guard lineup with forward Al 

Thornton (ankle) out. They went to work, overwhelming Washington on the boards while also controlling 

its speed in the open court, and ran the visitors off the floor for a 116-96 victory at Philips Arena.

The Hawks ended their losing streak at three games and won for just the second time in their last seven 

home games.

It was the kind of gritty effort Drew wants from his team at all times.

"It's got to be that blue-collar attitude, that blue-collar mentality that we are just going to work people into 

submission," he said before the game. "That is the only way I see our club taking that next step."

It remains to be seen if the Hawks can make it a habit, especially since this was another victory against 

an opponent with a losing record and their 11th straight against Washington. Considering their recent 

funk, the Hawks had to be encouraged by the spirited effort.

Atlanta forward Josh Smith, with 20 points and 14 rebounds, and center Al Horford, adding 15 points and 

13 rebounds, were the catalysts. They went at Washington's group of tall, athletic players in the front 

court and helped Atlanta to a 49-38 edge in rebounds and 46-34 in points scored in the paint.

With Smith and Horford controlling the inside, Atlanta guard Joe Johnson found room to break out of his 

recent slump.

Johnson scored 21 points while making 8 of 16 shots in 27 minutes. It was his best scoring game since 

he had 23 points and made 10 of 17 shots against Utah Nov. 12.

Johnson matched the combined points scored by Washington's guard duo of Gilbert Arenas and John 

Wall. Wall, the No. 1 overall pick in the June draft, was just 3 of 12 from the field and Arenas was 4 of 14.
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The Hawks were so dominant their starters were able to take the fourth quarter off with Atlanta up 89-63. 

They erupted in cheers when 7-footer Jason Collins made his seventh career 3-pointer and first since the 

2005-06 season.

The good vibes were a change from the Hawks' sour mood after losing Tuesday at New Jersey. The 

team met Wednesday morning in an effort to refocus with defense and effort, and this time the Hawks 

were aggressive from the opening tip.

Drew worried about stopping the Wizards from scoring in transition but instead his team took control of 

the tempo.

The Hawks scored 11 fast-break points while running out to a 21-10 lead. They were ahead 28-18 at the 

end of the first period after scoring 16 fast break points.

Atlanta closed the second period with a 12-3 run to lead 53-36 at halftime. The Hawks put the Wizards 

away for good with 36 points and 14 of 24 shooting in the third quarter.
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